
 

Match Report  - 04  
The first home game... 

 

After a perfect start to the league with a fantastic 

away win against tough opposition in Edgely Villa, 

our first home game put us up against another 

quality side in AFC Carnforth. Playing them 

previously in a preseason friendly, we knew that 

they had quality all over the pitch and this would be 

a difficult game. 

With the pitch looking in top condition 

after heavy downpours throughout the 

week the surface was perfect for sliding 

the ball around. A full 16 man squad 

named, with one dropout - Chris Grant, 

due to the birth of his daughter, Arabella 

Maya Pickford-Grant (8lbs 9oz), in the 

early hours of the morning. 

Congratulations! 

Opting for a 4-4-2 formation tostart the 

game the team lined up as shown, with 

Colin, Matty O, Matt K, Callum, and Keith 

on the bench. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

With the ref and both teams ready, the game kicked off at 10.45. Both teams started well, 

with good football being played on all areas of the pitch. A strong defence from both sides 

meant that the early chances were hard to come by with only a couple falling to each team. 

Quality goalkeeping halted chances at both sides. One in particular came from a deep cross 

toward the back post, Luke forcing a good save, after taking it down well and and firing off 

a quick shot.  

After the early play, Luke was 

struggling after a bit of “Jet Lag” from 

a busy period in the preceding few 

days with work commitments and 

Mike also struggling with fitness 

issues, both were subbed off early at 

the 30 minute mark. Keith and Colin 

came on to replace them, by this 

point AFC Carnforth were slowly 

starting to control the game, and 

were pushing the home side further back into their own half. Excellent performances from 

both centre backs Ben and Gaz, who were making some last ditch blocks and tackles, along 

with a keeper commanding his box well meant that Carnforth still hadn’t managed to score.  
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Shortly before half time with the game in 

deadlock at 0-0 Carnforth managed to 

create a chance on the left side with a 

good cross fired in which was finished off 

cooly in front of goal in the 44th min. 

This gutted the Offy lads who had hoped 

to make it to half time with the scores 

level. Players frustrated from letting in 

the goal meant a  few lads were starting 

to get on each others backs, not a good sign for the 2nd half. 

Half Time       1 - 0 to AFC Carnforth 

With the half time whistle blown and a chance for Offerton Park to regroup and reorganise, 

a few key changes were made. With Thom upfront having put in a strong shift chasing 

down any balls played through, now taken off to add another player into the middle of the 

park, helping to shore up the area just in front of the defence. Switching to a 4-5-1 for the 

start of the 2nd half with Luke coming back on and Callum added into the middle for Sean 

which meant Jimmy N could drop back into his specialist central defensive midfield 

position, ready to play the through balls that devastated Villa last week.  

With Keith coming more and more into the game, managing to have the better of his man 

on the wing. After winning  a throw in in line with the 18 yard box, and taking it himself, 

hauling in a  long throw which slid off the defenders head and looped over the keeper to 

make it 1-1. With things all square, and the new formation, the team were clicking and the 

tide was starting to turn. 

Colin looking dangerous 

on the wing was making 

some good runs inside 

his full back and balls 

were being slotted 

through to him and Luke 

to run onto, the chances 

were coming.  
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AFC Carnforth were also 

looking dangerous on 

the wings and upfront. 

Their attack all having 

good first touches, were 

finding space to bring 

the ball down if it was 

played into their feet and 

also having the pace to 

latch onto balls over the 

top.  

All of the back four were 

having a tough day at the 

office, but were pulling 

together and covering each 

other well. Any shots on 

goal were being pushed 

wide, or held firmly, an 

excellent performance 

from the Park keeper to 

keep the score down. At 60 

minutes in a Carnforth 

through ball was played, 

and the striker managed to jink past his man. Through on goal with Ben sliding in, the shot 

deflected under his leg and past our keeper, making it 2-1 Carnforth.  

With such a close game still in the balance at 20 minutes to go, the bench was called upon 

once more with Matt Kealy and Matt Oates coming on down the left side. Both finding 

plenty of space and seeing a lot of the ball. Offy management deciding on a switch to a 3 at 

the back, trying to go for the goal needed to level the game. This was a gamble, but with 

nothing to lose and the team pulling together, a quick check with the ref and 10 minutes 

left a last burst of energy from every player had us pushing for the goal.  
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A few late runs by Callum into the box, with the ball played across were placed just off 

target. A crucial block on another shot with only minutes to go resulted in a corner. Jimmy 

with his trademark set pieces slid a cross into the front post, flicked on by Callum and 

landing at Liam's feet at the back post. The golden chance calmly finished, giving Offerton 

the crucial equalizing goal, 2-2.  With the clock was running down the final whistle was 

blown.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A draw meaning the OPFC are now sitting pretty, 2nd in the table after 2 very tough 

fixtures. With every player again playing a crucial role and the team really working together 

as one unit.  

I think everyone should have be very happy with 4 points from the first 2 games. 

 

The Good - A top team performance with everyone pulling together in the last 20 minutes 

to equalize. 

The bad - Some poor attitudes creeping in at times when we were behind. 

The Ugly - The 50p header from the Carnforth defender.  :P 
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